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15793. Doherty (Charles): A road well travelled: the terminology of roads in early Ireland.


Discusses textual attestations of the OIr. terms rámait, tóchar, slige, rám, lámraite, tógamait, bóthar, cónar, cásain, magráit, belach, dochlaí, súil, etc.

15794. Flahive (Joseph J.): The status of Munster churches.

In Clerics, kings and Vikings [Ó Corráin essays] (2015), pp. 31-44.


15795. Davies (Wendy): Law and the learned in northern Iberia in the early Middle Ages: some comparisons with Ireland.


Explores the medieval northern Iberian practices of judicial court procedure with the aim of illustrating some of the rules expressed in the Irish law tracts.

15796. Ó Riain (Pádraig), Ó Riain-Raedel (Dagmar): Irish saints in a Regensburg litany.


Edition and discussion of a litany containing a number of Irish saints' names, found in the single-folio fragment UCC MS U. 331.
15797. Holm (Poul): The naval power of Norse Dublin.

15798. Etchingham (Colmán): Skuldelev 2 and Viking-age ships and fleets in Ireland.
   In Clerics, kings and Vikings [Ó Corráin essays] (2015), pp. 79–90.
   Examines references in the annals to Irish naval activity.

15799. Swift (Catherine): Follow the money: the financial resources of Diarmait Mac Murchada.

15800. Dunville (David N.): Did Ireland exist in the twelfth century?

15801. Ó Murcada (Diarmuid): Léitheoir sa teac h scréaptra?
   On the role of dictation in the transmission of medieval Irish manuscripts.

15802. MacCotter (Paul): The medieval rural dean and rural deanery in Ireland.
   Discusses this institution, including its possible native origins in the late-túath.

15803. Nicholls (Kenneth): The ‘named’ son in late medieval Ireland.
   In Clerics, kings and Vikings [Ó Corráin essays] (2015), pp. 185–189.

15804. Ó Murall (Nollaig): Genealogies of Uí Chearbhaill Éile: building on the work of Dinneen and others.

15805. Hazard (Benjamin): Fliathrí, Firlaísigh and Macilechlainn: three Uí Mhaoil Chonaire brothers in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.

15806. Whitfield (Niamh): Lía kógar (‘precious stone’) in early Irish literature.


15808. Woods (David): Under the abbot’s cloak: the symbolism of Columba’s clothing in Adomnán’s Vita Columbae.


